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A B S T R A C T

We design a numerical approximation of a system of partial differential equations modelling the miscible displacement of a fluid by another in a porous medium. The
advective part of the system is discretised using a characteristic method, and the diffusive parts by a finite volume method. The scheme is applicable on generic
(possibly non-conforming) meshes as encountered in applications. The main features of our work are the reconstruction of a Darcy velocity, from the discrete pressure
fluxes, that enjoys a local consistency property, an analysis of implementation issues faced when tracking, via the characteristic method, distorted cells, and a new
treatment of cells near the injection well that accounts better for the conservativity of the injected fluid.

1. Introduction

This study focuses on the recovery of oil in a process known as
miscible displacement, in which a solvent, such as a short-chain hy-
drocarbon or pressurised carbon-dioxide, is injected into the oil re-
servoir to reduce the viscosity of the resident oil and push it towards a
production well. One of the models that describes the said process is the
Peaceman model, which was first introduced in (Peaceman and
Rachford, 1962).

Let Ω be a bounded domain in �d and T[0, ] be a time interval.
Denote by K x( ) and ϕ x( ) the permeability tensor and the porosity of the
medium, respectively. Then, neglecting gravity, the Peaceman model is
given by:

∇⋅ = − = ×+ −q q q Tu : on Ω [0, ] (1a)

= − ∇ ×
μ c

p Tu K
( )

on Ω [0, ]

∂
∂

+ ∇⋅ − ∇ = − = ×+ −ϕ c
t

c c q cq q Tu D x u( ( , ) ) : on Ω [0, ]c (1b)

with unknowns p t tx u x( , ), ( , ), and c tx( , ) which denote the pressure of
the mixture, the Darcy velocity, and the concentration of the injected
solvent, respectively. Note that this form assumes an injection con-
centration of 1 (the trivial modification = −+ −q cq cqˆc would allow for
a generic injection concentration ĉ, but numerical tests always consider

=ĉ 1). We also note that the model (1) is derived under the assumption
that the fluid and the rock are incompressible. The more generic for-
mulation for the pressure equation (1a) is given by ∇⋅ = + ∂

∂q ϕcu s
p
t ,

where cs is the total compressibility of the system. The concentration

equation (1b) is then modified accordingly. In particular, the com-
pressibility cs is related to ∂

∂
ρ
p
where ρ p( ) is the density of the fluid, and

the assumption that =c 0s implies that the density is constant. How-
ever, in many cases, cs is very small and negligible, and hence the as-
sumption on incompressibility is not very restrictive (Ewing, 1983). As
a matter of fact, this assumption is also used in some engineering ap-
plications (Cogswell and Szulczewski, 2017; Peaceman, 1977;
Whitaker, 1967). In particular, for petroleum engineering, this may be
used in a gas cap drive reservoir or when the reservoir pressure drops
below the bubble-point pressure (Islam et al., 2016), Chapter 7. The
model (1) is understood in the following manner: (1a) gives us the
conservation of mass for the total fluid (mixture of oil and solvents),
whereas (1b) gives us the conservation of mass of the injected solvents.
This captures the physical phenomenon of two or more components (oil
and solvents) flowing along a single phase, for which each of the
components have different concentration; the derivation and more in-
terpretation of this model can be found in Ewing (1983) [Chapter 2].

The functions +q and −q represent the injection and production wells
respectively, and D x u( , ) denotes the diffusion tensor

⎜ ⎟

= + + −

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

ϕ d d d
u u

D x u x I u u u I u u

u

( , ) ( )[ P( ) ( P( ))] with P( )

.

m l t

i j

i j
2

,

Here, dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient, dl and dt are the
longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients respectively, and

uP( ) is the projection matrix along the direction of u. Also,
= − + −μ c μ c M c( ) (0)[(1 ) ]1/4 4 is the viscosity of the fluid mixture,

where =M μ μ(0)/ (1) is the mobility ratio of the two fluids. As usually
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considered in numerical tests, we consider no-flow boundary condi-
tions, and zero initial conditions for the concentration:

⋅ = ∇ ⋅ = ∂ × ⋅ =c T cu n D n( ) 0 on Ω [0, ] , ( ,0) 0 in Ω. (1c)

The pressure is fixed by imposing a zero average:

∫ = ∀ ∈p t t Tx x( , )d 0 [0, ]
Ω (2)

The purpose of this work is to design and test a numerical scheme
for the complete coupled model (1). This scheme is based on an adjoint
method of characteristic for the advection in (1b) and a finite volume
method for the diffusion terms. The main contributions of our work are:

• Usage of the Hybrid Mimetic Mixed (HMM) method for the diffusion
terms, that is applicable on meshes with very generic geometries as
encountered in real-world applications.

• Reconstruction of a velocity field from the numerical Darcy fluxes,
that preserves the exact divergence and is locally consistent on ��0
functions; this reconstructed velocity is required to apply the char-
acteristic method.

• A new treatment of cells near the injection well that accounts better
for the conservativity of the injected fluid.

An early version of the HMM–ELLAM was presented in (Cheng and
Droniou, 2017). This version however did not include the special
treatment of cells near the injection well, or the new velocity re-
construction. We show here that the combination of these novel ele-
ments lead to improved numerical results compared with this initial
version.

A number of various numerical methods have been used to ap-
proximate the solutions of (1), from finite difference techniques
(Peaceman, 1966; Douglas, 1983), to finite element schemes (Douglas
et al., 1983; Ewing and Wheeler, 1980), to discontinuous Galerkin
methods (Bartels et al., 2009; Rivière and Walkington, 2011), to finite
volume methods (Chainais-Hillairet and Droniou, 2007; Chainais-
Hillairet et al., 2015). Closer to the focus of this article are the Modified
Method of Characteristics (MMOC) and the Eulerian-Lagrangian Loca-
lized Adjoint Method (ELLAM). These methods, designed to deal with
the advective terms, have been applied in conjunction with mixed finite
elements (for the pressure equation) and conforming finite elements
(for the diffusion terms in the concentration equation) in (Chen et al.,
2002; Ewing et al., 1984; Wang et al., 2000), among others. The
combination with FE methods severely restricts the cell geometries that
can be managed with such methods. On the contrary, recent finite vo-
lume (FV) methods can accommodate very generic mesh geometries,
see the review (Droniou, 2014) and references therein. Among those,
the hybrid mimetic mixed (HMM) method of (Droniou et al., 2010) is a
family of numerical schemes for diffusion equations, applicable on
generic meshes, which gathers three separately developed numerical
methods: hybrid finite volumes (Eymard et al., 2010), mixed-hybrid
mimetic finite differences (Brezzi et al., 2005), and mixed finite volume
(Droniou and Eymard, 2006). The HMM has been adapted in (Chainais-
Hillairet and Droniou, 2007) to the model (1), using an upwind dis-
cretisation of the advective term. The drawback of such a discretisation
is an additional numerical diffusion, which leads to a widening of the
transition layer between the regions ≈c 1 and ≈c 0.

In this work, we propose to combine the HMM method, for its us-
ability on generic grids, with an ELLAM for the advection, for its re-
duced numerical diffusion compared to the upwinding method. The
HMM method being a FV scheme, using it to discretise the pressure
equation (1a) naturally produces numerical fluxes of the Darcy velocity
across the mesh faces. The ELLAM however requires a complete velo-
city field, to track points along it (see equation (8)). To avoid creating
artificial wells, this velocity field should have the exact same diver-
gence as prescribed by the numerical Darcy fluxes. To reconstruct such
a divergence-preserving field starting from the Darcy fluxes, we use

ideas of (Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003): the cells are split in simplices
(triangles in 2D) and an ��0 velocity field is reconstructed on these
simplices such that its divergence on each simplex is equal to the bal-
ance of the fluxes on the cell (discrete divergence of the Darcy velocity
in the cell). The corresponding system is under-determined and the
original method of (Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003) suggests to select the
solution with a certain minimal norm. We propose an alternative ap-
proach by using, in the case of dimension 2, a complementary equation
which is consistent on functions that are globally ��0 in the entire cell.
In other words, if, on a given cell, the numerical Darcy fluxes obtained
by solving (1a) are the fluxes of a field of the form + ba x on the cell,
then the reconstructed velocity is exactly equal to that field in the cell.
This construction is performed in dimension =d 2 here, but already
shows promising results; the extension to the three-dimensional case
being the purpose of a future work.

As most low order FV methods, the HMM method approximates the
concentration by piecewise constant functions in the cells. The test
functions are therefore also piecewise constant, and the ELLAM requires
to track them along the reconstructed velocity field. This boils down to
tracking each cell along the velocity field. This tracking is easier to
perform than that of FE basis functions, which are intrinsically more
complicated than piecewise constant functions; this is another ad-
vantage, in the ELLAM framework, of FV methods over FE methods.

Each cell is tracked by transporting its vertices and edge midpoints
(and possibly more points along the edge, depending on the cell reg-
ularity) by the reconstructed Darcy velocity; the tracked cell is then
approximated by the polygon formed by these tracked points. For cells
tracked into the injection well, to mitigate the steepness of the source
terms there, we use a different strategy, based on a trace forward al-
gorithm inspired by (Arbogast and Wang, 2011). The original algorithm
of (Arbogast and Wang, 2011) however sometimes lead to an excessive
numerical injection of fluid. We therefore modify this specific treatment
of cells near the injection well to eliminate this excess. Aside from this,
the integral of the source term should be treated properly; otherwise,
mass conservation will not be satisfied. To this end, we use a weighted
trapezoidal rule, as described in (Arbogast and Huang, 2006).

The paper is organised as follows. The HMM–ELLAM scheme is
presented in Section 2, starting with the HMM scheme for the pressure
equation (1a). We then proceed, in section 2.2, by presenting an ELLAM
scheme for the advective component of concentration equation (1b),
whilst still discretising the diffusive component using an HMM scheme.
Discretisation of the source term should be treated carefully, and so it
will be presented separately in section 2.5. In section 2.3, we present
the reconstruction of the velocity, first by using the original method of
(Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003) involving the minimisation of some norm,
then by presenting our approach based on a consistent complementary
equation. Numerical results are presented, on various types of meshes,
in section 3. These results show that the reconstructed velocity based on
the consistent complementary equation behaves better, on distorted
meshes, than the velocity chosen to have a minimal norm. We also
provide qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the results ob-
tained from MFV–upwind and MFEM–ELLAM schemes, outlining the
positive and negative qualities of the numerical solutions obtained from
each scheme. A few comments about the proper implementation of
ELLAM are also made in Section 3, such as the proper number of points
to take for tracking each cell, and the impact of choosing the proper
quadrature rule for integrating the source term.

2. The HMM–ELLAM

The numerical solution of (1) is usually approximated by using a
two-step process. Starting from a known value c n( ) of c at time level n
(for =n 0, =c 0(0) ), a numerical solution +p n( 1) for p at time level +n 1
is computed by approximating (1a) with =c c n( ). This computation also
provides an approximation +u n( 1) of the Darcy velocity at time level

+n 1, and possibly of secondary quantities (e.g., fluxes). The
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concentration +c n( 1) at time level +n 1 is then computed by approx-
imating (1b) by using = +u u n( 1) and the aforementioned secondary
quantities.

For our discretisation, we will consider polytopal meshes as defined
in (Droniou et al., 2018), in dimension =d 2 (as explained above, this
restriction is due to a special consistent reconstruction of the Darcy
velocity from the numerical fluxes, whose extension to dimension 3 is
the purpose of an ongoing work). Thus, T M E= ( , , P) are the set of
cells K, edges σ, and points xK (one per cell) of our mesh, respectively.
The cells can be any star-shaped polygons. For a cell M∈K , E E⊂K

denotes the set of edges of the cell M∈K . We also denote by K the
area of a cell K, and σ the length of an edge σ. As is usual, and not
restrictive with respect to applications, we assume that the permeability
and porosity are constant in each cell, and we write KK and ϕK their
respective values in the cell M∈K .

2.1. Numerical scheme for the pressure equation

The variational formulation for (1a) is given by

∫ ∫∇ ⋅∇ = ∀ ∈+
μ c

p ξ q t ξ ξ HK
( )

( ) , (Ω).n
Ω Ω

( 1) 1
(3)

There is an implicit time variable above, which is here just a
parameter. The degrees of freedom of our numerical scheme are given
by cell and edge values. The space of DOFs is then

T M E= = ∈ ∈{ }X w w w: (( ) , ( ) ) .K K σ σ K

For HMM schemes, a piecewise constant gradient is then defined on
a sub-triangulation of cells. Following (Droniou et al., 2010), if M∈K
and E∈T( )K σ σ, K are the triangles defined by xK and the edges of K (see
Fig. 1), we set

T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈w X Tx, ,K σ, (4)

∇ = ∇ + − − ∇ ⋅ −xw w
d

w w wx x n( ) 2 [ ( )] ,H K
K σ

σ K K σ K K σ
,

,

E

∑∇ =
−

∈

w K σ w nwhere .K
σ

σ K σ

1

,
K

Note that ∇ wK is a linearly exact reconstruction of the gradient, that
is, if E∈w( )σ σ K interpolate an affine function A at the edge midpoints,
then ∇ = ∇w AK . In (4), dK σ, is the orthogonal distance between xK and
σ, and the second term can be seen as a stabilisation of the gradient
involving a discrete 2nd order Taylor expansion.

Given T∈+p Xn( 1) , the discrete Darcy fluxes
M E

+
∈ ∈F( )K σ

n
K σ,

( 1)
, K

, ap-
proximations of ∫− ∇ ⋅μ c pK n( / ( ))σ K σ, , are then defined by

M T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈K v X, , (5)

E

∫∑ − = ∇ ⋅∇
∈

+ +F v v
μ c

p v dK x x x( )
( )

( ) ( )
σ

K σ
n

K σ K
K

K
n H

n
H,

( 1)
( )

( 1)

K

where cK
n is a cell-centred approximate concentration at the previous

time step, which is available since c is also approximated in TX .
Fundamental in the formulation of finite volume schemes is the

balance and conservativity of fluxes (Droniou, 2014), which are given
by the equations

M
E

∫∑ = ∈
∈

+ +F q t K( ) for all ,
σ

K σ
n

K

n
,

( 1) ( 1)

K (6a)

+ =+ +F F 0K σ
n

L σ
n

,
( 1)

,
( 1) for all edges σ between two different cells K and L,

= ∂+F σ K0 for all edges of lying on Ω.K σ
n
,

( 1)
(6b)

As expected, the normalisation (2) of the pressure needs to be se-
parately imposed:

M

∑ =
∈

+K p 0.
K

K
n 1

(6c)

With the definitions (4)–(5), the system (6) provides an approx-
imation T∈+p Xn( 1) of p at time +t n( 1), as well as approximate Darcy
fluxes

M E
+

∈ ∈F( )K σ
n

K σ,
( 1)

, K
at the same time.

2.2. Numerical scheme for the concentration equation

For the concentration equation (1b), we have the following varia-
tional formulation:

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫

⎛
⎝

∂
∂

+ ∇ ⋅∇ ⎞
⎠

− + ⋅∇

=

+ +

+

ϕ
cψ
t

c ψ c ϕψ ψ

q ψ

D x u u
( )

( , ) ( )

.

t

t

t

t
t

t

t
c

Ω Ω

Ω

n

n

n

n

n

n

( )

( 1) 1

1

(7)

A common feature of ELLAM schemes is taking test functions ψ such
that + ⋅∇ =+ϕψ ψu 0t

n( 1) in the sense of distributions. This equation is
completed by a terminal condition at = +t t n( 1), whose nature depends
on the chosen approximation space for the concentration. Here, the
concentration is approximated by piecewise constant functions on the
mesh, and we therefore impose ⋅ =+ψ t 1( , )n

K
( 1) , where K is a generic

cell and 1K is the characteristic function of K. We will therefore denote
=ψ ψK .
Computing these tests functions ψK requires us to use the char-

acteristics of the advective component of (7), that is the solution, for
each ∈x Ω, to the ODEs

= =
+

+d
dt

t
t t

ϕ t
tx u x

x
x x

ˆ
( ) (ˆ ( ), )

(ˆ ( ))
, ˆ ( ) .

n
n

( 1)
( 1)

(8)

This leads to = =ψ t x x x( , ) 1 (ˆ ) 1 ( )K
n

K K
( ) ˆ , where K̂ is K tracked back

from +t n( 1) to t n( ) through (8):

= ∈+K t t Kx xˆ { ( ) : ( ) }n n( ) ( 1)

Of course, solving this characteristic equation first requires access to
a velocity +u n( 1). We describe in Section 2.3 how to reconstruct, from
the discrete Darcy fluxes obtained in Section 2.1, such a velocity.

The diffusive term is discretised using the HMM method and an
implicit time stepping scheme. Fluxes +DK σ

n
,

( 1) are defined as for the
pressure equation (1a), using a piecewise constant Darcy velocity +U n( 1)

constructed from the consistent part of the reconstructed pressure
gradient (4) and the viscosity at c n( ), that is

M∀ ∈ = ∇+ +K
μ c

pU K,
( )

.K
n K

K
n K

n( 1)
( )

( 1)

Hence, if T∈+c Xn( 1) is our discrete concentration sought at time
+t n( 1), the fluxes are given by

M T

E

∫

∑∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ −

= ∇ ⋅∇

∈

+

+ +

K v X D v v

c v dD x U x x x

, , ( )

( , ) ( ) ( ) .

σ
K σ

n
K σ

K K
n

H
n

H

,
( 1)

( 1) ( 1)

K

Note that, on the cell K, ⋅ +D U( , )K
n( 1) is actually constant.

Without discretising the source term yet (this will be discussed in
Section 2.5), this leads to the following scheme for (7):Fig. 1. Triangulation of a generic cell.
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M
E

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫∑∀ ∈ − + =+

∈

+
+

+K ϕc ϕc t D q ψ, Δ .
K

n
K

n

σ
K σ

n
t

t
c K

( 1)
ˆ

( )
,

( 1)
Ω

K
n

n

n

1

( 1)

The integrals are then computed by writing

M

∫ ∫ ∑= = ∩+ +

∈

ϕc ϕ K c ϕc ϕ K M cand | ˆ | ,
K

n
K K

n
K

n

M
M M

n( 1) ( 1)
ˆ

( ) ( )

which leads to the following discretised form of the concentration
equation

M
E M

∫ ∫

∑ ∑∀ ∈ + = ∩

+

+

∈

+

∈
+

+

K ϕ K c t D ϕ K M c

q ψ

, | | Δ | ˆ |

.

K K
n

σ
K σ

n

M
M M

n

t

t
c K

( 1)
,

( 1) ( )

Ω

K

n

n

n

1

( 1) (9)

As with the pressure equation, we also have the conservativity of
fluxes and no flow boundary conditions given by

+ =

≠

+ +D D

σ K L

0

for all edges between two cells ,
K σ

n
L σ

n
,

( 1)
,

( 1)

(10)

= ∂+D σ K0 for all edges of lying on Ω.K σ
n
,

( 1)

Remark 2.1. (Order of accuracy of the scheme).

Under regularity assumptions on the mesh and the solutions, error esti-
mates in H1 norm for an HMM scheme for an anisotropic diffusion equation
similar to (1a) are of order O x(Δ ) [Droniou et al., 2018, Theorem 3.31
and Propositions 13.15, 13.16]. Error estimates for an ��0–ELLAM
scheme for an advection–diffusion equation similar to (1b) are obtained in
(Wang, 2005), and are of order +O x t(Δ Δ ). However, for the complete
Peaceman model (1), no exact error estimate may be established due to the
fact that most of the regularity assumptions violate the physical interpreta-
tion of the problem. Nevertheless, convergence of the scheme can still be
established, see (Cheng et al., 2017).

Remark 2.2. (Splitting technique).

The HMM–ELLAM for the concentration equation may also be viewed as
an operator splitting technique, which is the usual approach when im-
plementing ELLAM schemes (Arbogast and Huang, 2006; Russell and
Celia, 2002). Introduce the values M=+ +

∈c c( )͠ ͠n n
K

( 1) ( 1) defined by

M
M

∫ ∫∑∀ ∈ = ∩ ++

∈

+

+K ϕ K c ϕ K M c q ψ, | | | ˆ | .͠K K
n

M
M M

n
t

t
c K

( 1) ( )
Ωn

n

n

1

( 1)

(11)

The approximate values correspond to applying one time step of the
ELLAM technique on the pure advection equation ∂ + ∇⋅ =ϕ c c qu( )t c.
Re-starting from , construct now T∈+c Xn( 1) such that

M
E

∑∀ ∈ − + =+ +

∈

+K ϕ K c c t D, | |( ) Δ 0͠K K
n

K
n

σ
K σ

n( 1) ( 1)
,

( 1)

K (12)

with boundary conditions (10). In other words, +c n( 1) is obtained from by
performing one time step of the HMM scheme for the pure diffusion equation

∂ − ∇⋅ ∇ =ϕ c cD x u( ( , ) ) 0t . Adding together (11) and (12), we see that
+c n( 1) is the solution to the complete HMM–ELLAM scheme (9).

2.3. Reconstruction of Darcy velocities

In order to compute the characteristics in (8), two important fea-
tures of the velocity need to be accounted for: the no-flow boundary
conditions ⋅ =+u n 0n( 1) on ∂Ω, which ensures that the solutions to (8) do
not exit the computational domain, and the preservation of the diver-
gence in (1a), to avoid creating regions with artificial wells or sinks
(which lead to non-physical flows), as was mentioned and implemented
in (Arbogast and Huang, 2010; Arbogast and Wang, 2011). We present
this construction in dimension =d 2, the extension to dimension =d 3
being the purpose of a future work.

Preserving these features is done by using a technique similar to that
of (Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003). Each cell M∈K is split into triangles
(see Fig. 1) by choosing an interior point xK and connecting it to the
vertices of cell K. These vertices are denoted by …v v( , , )r1 , in counter
clockwise order, and with the convention that =v vr0 . We let σi

* be the
internal edge v x[ , ]i K of the triangular subdivision of K, and σi be the
edge −v v[ , ]i i1 of K. A clockwise oriented interior flux F σi

* is then com-

puted on each internal edge σi
* of this subdivision. +u n( 1) is the ��0

function reconstructed from these fluxes on the triangular subdivision.
This reconstruction belongs to H (Ω)div and, to ensure that its di-

vergence is identical to the discrete divergence computed from the
Darcy fluxes, the internal fluxes F σi

* are constructed so that their bal-

ance (along with the fluxes +FK σ
n
,

( 1)
i at the boundary of K) in each triangle

corresponds to the balance over the cell K:

E

∑− + = = …+

∈

+
−( )T

F F F
K

F i r1 1 , for 1,2, , .
K σ

σ σ K σ
n

σ
K σ

n

,
,

( 1)
,

( 1)

i
i i i

K

*
1

*

(13)

2.3.1. KR velocity
Although (13) gives us r equations in r unknowns, this system of

equations is overdetermined. More specifically, its rank is −r 1 and it
therefore has an infinite number of solutions. The original method of
Kuznetzov and Repin (Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003) consists in selecting
the solution that has a minimal l2 norm. The velocities reconstructed
from these fluxes will be referred to as KR velocities.

Despite its applicability to any space dimension, this choice is
questionable from the physical point of view. If, say, the external fluxes

E
+

∈F( )K σ
n

σ,
( 1)

K
correspond to those of a constant velocity in the cell, this

reconstruction does not necessarily recover this natural velocity.

2.3.2. C velocity
We therefore propose a different approach, which consists in adding

to the set of equation (13) a complementary equation which selects a
unique solution. We form this complementary equation by ensuring
that, as (13), it is consistent for internal and external fluxes coming
from simple velocities – here, not just constant velocities in the cell, but
��0 velocities in the cell.

Lemma 2.3. (Consistency condition).

Let ∈ KxK , …v v v( , , , )m1 2 be some vertices of cell K, and
�… ∈α α( , , )m

m
1 be such that

∑ ∑= =
= =

α and αv x 1.
i

m

i i K
i

m

i
1 1

Let u be an ��0 function over the cell K, that is, = +au x x b( ) for some
�∈a and �∈b d. Define ∫= ⋅F u nσ σ σi i i

* * * the flux of u through the in-

ternal edge σi
*, for all = …i m1, , (here, nσ *i is the clockwise normal to σi

*, as
in Fig. 1). Then

∑ =
=

α F 0.
i

m

i σ
1

i
*

Proof. .

Denoting by xσ *i the center of σi
* and Rot the clockwise rotation by

π/2, write

∫= ⋅ = + ⋅ = + ⋅ −( ) ( )F a σ au n x b n x b x vRot( ).σ σ σ σ σ i σ K i
*

i i i i i i
* * * * * *

Since −( )x xσ Ki
* is orthogonal to −x vRot( )K i , we deduce

∑ ∑= + ⋅ −
= =

( )
m

α F
m

α ax b x vRot( )
i

i σ
i

i σ K i
1 1

i i
* *
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∑= − + + ⋅ −
=

( )( )
m

α a ax x x b x vRot( )
i

i σ K K K i
1

i
*

∑= + ⋅ ⎛

⎝
⎜ − ⎞

⎠
⎟

=

a
m

αx b x v( ) Rot ( ) .K
i

i K i
1

The Proof is complete by noticing that ∑ − == α x v( ) 0i
m

i K i1 by
choice of the coefficients = …α( )i i m1, , .

This lemma tells us that by choosing 3 or more vertices of our cell K
in generic position, we can find an equation that closes the system (13).
We only need one such equation, and we do not want to create a bias in
constructing it. We therefore use all vertices …v v( , , r1 ) of K to form this
relation. Thus our closing equation will be given by

∑ =
=

α F 0,
i

r

i σ
1

i
*

(14)

where the coefficients = …α( )i i r1, , are related to xK as in Lemma 2.3.
Velocities reconstructed from fluxes that satisfy (13)–(14) will be de-
noted as C velocities (‘C’ for ‘consistent’).

Remark 2.4. (Particular xK and barycentric combinations).

If xK is the iso-barycenter of the vertices of K, i.e. = ∑ = vxK r i
r

i
1

1 , then
the consistency relation is simply ∑ == F 0i

r
σ1 i

* . If xK is the center of mass of
K, then a consistency relation is

∑ +
=

=

−T T
K

F
2

0,
i

r
K σ K σ

σ
1

, ,i i
i

1
*

where −TK σ, i 1 is the triangle that shares edge −σi 1
* with TK σ, i.

The System (13)–(14) has a unique and explicit solution. Indeed, set

E

⎛
⎝

∑ ⎞
⎠

= − = …
∈

+ +a
T

K
F F i rfor 1, , .i

K σ

σ
K σ

n
K σ

n,
,

( 1)
,

( 1)i

K
i

The System (13) is then

= +F F aσ σ 1r1
* *

= +F F aσ σ 22
*

1
*

⋮

= + −− −
F F aσ σ r 1r r1

*
2

*

From these, we easily deduce that

∑= + = … −
=

F F a k r, 1,2, , 1σ σ
j

k

j
1

k r
* *

(15)

By noticing that ∑ == a 0i
r

i1 , we see that (15) also holds for =k r .
Together with the closing relation (14), and since ∑ == α 1k

r
k1 , we obtain an

explicit expression for F σr
*, given by

∑ ∑= −
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

= =

F α a .σ
k

r

k
j

k

j
1 1

r
*

(16)

Equation (16), together with (15), will then give us explicit ex-
pressions for F ,σk

* = …k r1,2, , .
These computations show an advantage of this method over the

technique consisting in selecting a minimal norm solution of (13). Here,
we do not need to solve any local system, as we have explicit expres-
sions of the solution to (13)–(14). Moreover, the reconstructed velocity
is more precise, especially on skewed meshes. As an example, consider a
constant velocity field =V (0,1). Pick a cell K and define the fluxes
across its boundary edges to be those of V. Denote then by VKR and VC
the KR and C velocities, respectively, reconstructed as above on a tri-
angular sub-mesh of K.

Table 1 represents the relative error obtained between the exact and
reconstructed velocities, on a variety of mesh geometries. For square

cells (Cartesian mesh), both methods reconstruct the velocity accu-
rately. However, for cells from hexahedral (Fig. 4, right), non-con-
forming, and Kershaw meshes (Fig. 5), KR velocities noticeably deviate
from the actual velocity, by more than 30% on distorted cells. On the
other hand, as expected, using the consistency relation as a closure
equation enables us to recover the velocity V up to machine precision,
regardless of the mesh.

2.4. Approximate traceback region, and tracking points through vertices

In general, we cannot get an exact representation of the region K̂ ,
and thus, for each cell K, the traceback region K̂ is approximated in the
following manner: we select points = …x( )i i 1, , ℓK along the boundary of K
(at least all the vertices are selected), we solve (8) starting from any of
these points, thus getting curves = …x(ˆ )i i 1, , ℓK , and we approximate K̂ by
the polygon defined by the points = …tx(ˆ ( ))n

i
( )

1, , ℓK .
The reconstructed velocity +u n( 1) is an ��0 function on a triangular

sub-mesh. Tracking a point through (8) is naturally done cell-by-cell,
using the value of +u n( 1) in a cell K as long as x̂ stays in K, and then,
when x̂ exits K to enter a cell L, continuing the tracking by using the
value of +u n( 1) in L. This type of tracking, with point of exit determined
by minimal time of flight, was first implemented by Pollock (1988) on
meshes characterised by orthogonal grid blocks, e.g. Cartesian meshes.
Pollock's algorithm was then extended to more generic types of cells in
(Prevost et al., 2002), and further improved in (Jimenez et al., 2007).
Because the fluxes of +u n( 1) are continuous across the edges, this
tracking procedure ensures that a point will never do a U-turn, that is,
− +u L

n( 1) (we use − +u n( 1) since we are tracking backwards) will not
force x̂ to re-enter K before even entering L (this would in effect freeze
x̂ on the interface between K and L).

During this tracking, special care must be taken with points that
start or pass through a vertex. An initial position x corresponding to a
vertex is involved in several triangles, and could thus be initially
tracked using any of the Darcy velocities in these triangles (see Fig. 2).
To avoid non-physical initial tracking, we compute the Darcy velocities
at the vertex x in each of the triangles involved with it. Picking one of
these Darcy velocities at random is not acceptable, since if its opposite
vector points outside the corresponding triangle, this means that x
would never be tracked back inside this triangle, and that the chosen
Darcy velocity is thus not the correct one.

We therefore loop over the triangles T1, T2, etc. until we reach a

Table 1
Relative errors in velocity reconstruction.

Mesh −V V
V

KR −V V
V

C

Cartesian 2.9038e-15 5.9529e-16
Hexahedral 0.0371 5.8098e-15
Non-conforming 0.0348 6.7103e-15
Kershaw 0.3151 4.6738e-15

Fig. 2. Choosing the proper triangle to initialize the tracking.
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triangle Tn such that − +u x( )T
n( 1)
n points inside Tn. In Fig. 2, this corre-

sponds to triangle T2. As a note, regardless of the mesh, our numerical
tests suggest that such a triangle always exists. For points that will be
tracked into a vertex at some time in +t t[ , )n n( ) ( 1) (see Fig. 3), we con-
sider the negative of the Darcy velocity in the triangle it came from (in
this case, T4) and determine which triangle it points into (in this case, it
points into triangle T2); the tracking is then continued based on the
reconstructed velocity in this latter triangle.

2.5. Source term

The integral involving the source term should be treated carefully,
otherwise the numerical results will feature severe overshoots, espe-
cially over the regions around the injection well. For our discretisation,
we use a weighted trapezoid rule in time:

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫= + − +
+

+ + +q ψ w t q t w t q tΔ ( ) (1 )Δ ( )
t

t
c K K c

n
K c

n
Ω ˆ

( ) ( 1)
n

n

n n n

1

( 1) ( 1) ( 1)

(17)

where = −+ − ++q s q s q s c( ) ( ) ( )c
n( 1)n( 1) (that is, the source term is still

fully implicit in c).
Note that the left and right quadrature rules correspond to =w 1

and =w 0, respectively. To determine the proper weight, we consider
an injection cell =K E. We mainly focus on injection cells since this is
where mass conservation might fail locally. A proper weight that will
yield mass conservation has been derived for Cartesian meshes on
(Arbogast and Huang, 2006). This can easily be generalised for arbi-
trary meshes, and is given by

∫
∫

=
−

− =−

+

w
e α

α
q t

ϕ
t1

1
1 , where

( )
Δ .α

E
n

E

( 1)

(18)

Then, for each cell K (injection or not), the integral of the source
term is computed using the weighted trapezoid rule (17), where w is
obtained as in (18), for some E related to K – see below. We treat the
computation of the integral over K̂ in the right hand side of (17) in
different manners, depending on whether the cell K is

i) an injection cell,
ii) a cell tracked back into an injection cell (but not an injection cell

itself),
iii) or a cell that does not track back into an injection cell.
i) If the cell K is an injection cell E, then it tracks back entirely into

itself. Hence, over the entire interval +t t[ , ]n n( ) ( 1) ,
∫∇⋅ =+ +x q tu ( ˆ) ( )n

E E
n( 1) 1 ( 1) and thus we use, through Liouville's

theorem, an exact computation

∫ ∫= − ++ +q t e q t( ) ( )
K c

n α
K c

n
ˆ

( ) ( 1)n n( 1) ( 1) (19)

where α is given by (18).

ii) If the cell K is not an injection cell, but is tracked back (at least
partially) into an injection cell E, then we use a forward tracking
algorithm similar to that described in (Arbogast and Wang, 2011).
For these regions, we compute the trace forward region ∼E of E, in
which we solve the characteristics (8) with initial condition

=tx xˆ ( )n( ) instead. The trace forward region ∼E is then approxi-
mated using polygons in a similar manner as the trace back regions
in Section 2.4. The integral of the first term on the right hand of (17)
is then approximated by

∫ ∫≈ ∩ −
∼

∼ −+ +q
K E E

E E
e q

( \ )
\

(1 ) .
K c

α
E cˆ n n( 1) ( 1)

In physical terms, this means that the volume injected from the well
E is transported into each of the cells K proportionally. Note that, on the
contrary to (Arbogast and Wang, 2011), only a fraction − −e(1 )α of
∫ +qE c n( 1) is being spread in the cells K around E, since a fraction −e α of
∫ +qE c n( 1) has already been allocated to E, as can be seen in (19).

iii) Finally, if a cell K does not track back into an injection cell, then the
integral ∫ +qK cˆ n( 1) will be computed using the (approximate) trace
back regions as described in Section 2.2. Actually, in that situation,
either:

• K is not a production cell, K̂ is disjoint from injection cells and
production cells (due to − +u n( 1) pointing outside production
cells). Therefore, the integrals in (17) are both equal to zero.

Fig. 3. Choosing the proper triangle to continue the tracking. Here uT4 re-
presents the vector that we obtain by computing the Darcy velocity on point x
using the reconstructed velocity at T4.

Fig. 4. Mesh types (left: Cartesian; right: hexahedral).
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• or K is a production cell, in which case, by nature of the Darcy
flow, it is expected that ⊂K K̂ , so both integrals in (17) are equal
and the value of w is irrelevant.

3. Numerical results

We perform numerical simulations under the following standard
test case (see, e.g. (Wang et al., 2000),):

1. = ×Ω (0,1000) (0,1000) ft2,
2. Injection well at (1000,1000) and production well at (0,0), both with

flow rate of 30ft /day2 ,
3. Constant porosity =ϕ 0.1 and constant permeability tensor =K I80

md,
4. Oil viscosity =μ (0) 1.0 cp and mobility ratio =M 41,
5. =ϕd 0.0ft /daym

2 , =ϕd 5.0ftl , and =ϕd 0.5ftt

For the time discretisation, we take a time step of =tΔ 36 days.
These will be simulated on Cartesian type meshes (square cells of di-
mension ×62.5 62.5 ft), hexahedral meshes (see Fig. 4), non-conforming
meshes, and finally on Kershaw type meshes, as described in (Herbin
and Hubert, 2008) (see Fig. 5).

3.1. Effect of the quadrature rule

The following simulations are based on KR velocities (see Section
2.3.1). Fig. 6 shows the numerical solution for the concentration at

=t 10 years on a Cartesian mesh using the left and the right rule, re-
spectively. These results support the observations made in (Cheng and
Droniou, 2017), i.e., that the left and right hand quadrature rules
provide severe underestimates and overshoots, respectively, at the in-
jection well, and are thus not good choices.

Fig. 7 (left) shows the numerical solution for the concentration
using the proper weight for the trapezoidal rule, and computation of the
integrals as described in Section 2.5. This presents a significant im-
provement from the results obtained through the right and left rule.

The overshoot seen in this figure is at worst around 7%, which is
commensurate with (or even less than) overshoots already noticed in
other other characteristic methods in the absence of specific post-pro-
cessing (Ewing et al., 1983).

3.2. Comparison with forward tracking in (Arbogast and Wang, 2011)

We now compare our numerical results to the original algorithm of
(Arbogast and Wang, 2011). Instead of implementing i) and ii) as de-
scribed in Section 2.5.

• For an injection cell E, +cE
n( 1) is fixed at 1, as this is the concentration

of the injected solvent.

• for cells K tracked back (at least partially) into an injection cell E,
the following approximation is used:

∫ ∫≈ ∩ ∼
∼+ +q

K E E
E E

q
( \ )
\

,
K c E cˆ n n( 1) ( 1)

(20)

Fig. 5. Mesh types (left: non-conforming; right: Kershaw).

Fig. 6. Cartesian mesh, =t 10 years, KR velocities (left: left rule for source terms; right: right rule for source terms).
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• where ∼E is the trace forward region of E.

For some discretisation parameters, this implementation might lead
to degraded results due to its physical implications. Setting =+c 1E

n( 1)

corresponds to distributing a fraction of ∫ +qE c n( 1) into injection cells E.
In this instance, a good estimate would be given by (19). However,
computation of the integral for cells K that track back into an injection
cell E by (20) means that we spread the whole of ∫ +qE c n( 1) onto the cells
K. This then means that at time level +n 1, an excessive amount of

∫− +e qα
E c n( 1) of fluid has been injected in the cells around E. If tΔ is large

enough, then this is a negligible excess as ≈−e 0α . However, for mod-
erate to small tΔ , the numerical results do not model the physical
phenomenon properly. It is important to note that even though char-
acteristic methods aim for computations using large time steps, we
should still have a proper numerical result even when the time steps are
small.

Fig. 7 (right) shows the numerical solutions obtained at =t 10 years
upon computing the integrals as in (Arbogast and Wang, 2011), with
the moderate time step =tΔ 36 days. As expected, due to injection of
too much fluid, the overshoot at the right of Fig. 7 (around 9.9%) is
larger than the one on the left (around 7.3%). This particular feature is
even more evident if we take smaller time steps. Due to this, we see that
the implementation we propose in Section 2.5 is more accurate.

3.3. A criterion for choosing the number of points per edge

In general, a polygon formed by tracking back only vertices and
edge midpoints might not give a good approximation to the trace back
region K̂ . The mesh regularity parameter, defined as

M
M

=
∈

m
K

K
: max diam( ) ,

K
reg

2

has been used as a criterion for determining the proper number of
points to track per edge (see Table 2). To be exact, aside from the
vertices, an additional M⌈ ⌉mlog ( )2 reg points per edge should be tracked in

order to obtain a reasonable numerical solution. These results have
been established in (Cheng and Droniou, 2017) for KR velocities. For
this paper, we verify that this still holds for C velocities, and on the
previously not considered non-conforming mesh.

We start by demonstrating on hexahedral meshes that even for C
velocities, tracking only vertices and edge midpoints do not give a good
approximation (see Fig. 8 left). As expected, taking 3 points per edge, as
suggested in Table 2, then gives a better result, with an overshoot <7%
(see Fig. 8 right).

This heuristic choice of number of points along each edge is further
backed up by the numerical solutions for the non-conforming meshes,
and also for the very distorted ‘Kershaw’ meshes, see Figs. 11 and 12.

We note that not all cells are highly ”irregular”; thus, tracking a lot
of points along each edge for the whole mesh introduces unnecessary
numerical cost. If the cell K is an injection or production cell, then we
still track, as before, M⌈ ⌉mlog ( )2 reg points along each edge. As an im-
provement, if K is neither an injection or production cell, we can de-
termine the number of points to track along each edge of cell K by
measuring instead the cell regularity parameter defined to be

=m
K

K
: diam( )

Kreg

2

and track ⌈ ⌉mlog ( )K2 reg points along each edge of cell K. By doing so, we
reduce the computational cost without degrading the quality of the
numerical solutions.

3.4. Comparison of the two reconstructions of the Darcy velocity

In this section, we compare the numerical solutions at =t 10 years
obtained through simulations using KR velocities to those obtained
when we do our simulations using C velocities. These will be performed
over Cartesian, hexahedral, non-conforming and Kershaw type meshes
using the recommended number of points per edge (see Table 2) for
tracking.

Figs. 9–11 compare the numerical solutions at =t 10 years, on
Cartesian, hexahedral, and non-conforming meshes, between KR velo-
cities and C velocities. We notice that for these types of meshes, the
numerical solutions obtained using KR velocities are essentially the
same as those obtained using C velocities.

Now, looking at the numerical results along Kershaw type meshes
on Fig. 12, we see that C velocities give us a slightly better numerical
result. The maximum overshoot is now around 3.1%, as opposed to a
maximum overshoot of around 4.5% for KR velocities. Moreover, we
observe that the solutions on the Cartesian, hexahedral, and non-con-
forming meshes are very similar, showing a certain robustness of the

Fig. 7. Cartesian mesh, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, KR velocities, =t 10 years (left: trace forward as in Section 2.5; trace forward as in (Arbogast and
Wang, 2011)).

Table 2
Regularity parameter of the meshes and nb of points to approximate the trace-
back cells.

Mesh Mm reg Mmlog ( )2 reg points per edge

Cartesian 2 1 1
Hexahedral 5.4772 2.4534 3
Non-conforming 2.7619 1.4657 2
Kershaw 32.0274 5.0012 6
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method with respect to the choice of mesh. However, the solution on
the Kershaw mesh is noticeably different, which signals the presence of
a grid effect. In the next section, we consider streamlines to back up our
claim that C velocities yield a better numerical approximation than KR
velocities. These streamlines also enable us to understand why grid

effects are present in Kershaw type meshes.

3.5. Streamlines resulting from the reconstructed Darcy velocities

We start by plotting the streamlines for the velocities reconstructed

Fig. 8. Hexahedral mesh, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, C velocities, t=10 years (left: edge midpoint, right: 3 points per edge).

Fig. 9. Cartesian mesh, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, t=10 years (left: KR velocities, right: C velocities).

Fig. 10. Hexahedral mesh, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, t=10 years (left: KR velocities, right: C velocities).
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using both KR and C velocities on Cartesian, hexahedral, and non-
conforming meshes, which can be seen in Figs. 13–15. For the following
figures, the particles are assumed to have travelled for 3600 days,
which is approximately 10 years.

As can be seen in Figs. 13–15, the streamlines along the Cartesian,
hexahedral, and non-conforming meshes are quite similar (whether we
use KR velocities or C velocities), which explains why the numerical

solutions obtained for the concentration are essentially the same, re-
gardless of which velocity we use. We note however, that upon com-
paring the streamlines of hexahedral type meshes against those of
Cartesian or non-conforming meshes, that there is a slight difference in
how the fluid travels. In particular, we take note that the streamline
arising from the rightmost position of the plots ends near position (770,
60) for the hexahedral meshes, and near position (570, 60) for the other

Fig. 11. Non-conforming mesh, 2 points per edge, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, t=10 years (left: KR velocities, right: C velocities).

Fig. 12. Kershaw mesh, 6 points per edge, weighted trapezoid rule for source terms, t=10 years (left: KR velocities, right: C velocities).

Fig. 13. Streamlines along Cartesian mesh, (left: KR velocities; right: C velocities).
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2 meshes. This particular difference can also be seen in the con-
centration profiles upon comparing Fig. 10 with Figs. 9 and 11. Note
here that the concentration profile obtained on a hexahedral mesh ex-
hibits a sharper fingering effect along the diagonal, as compared to the
concentration profile obtained on the other 2 meshes. This phenom-
enon is caused by using fluxes generated by the low-order HMM
method, which are prone to grid effects; in a future work, we will be
exploring the usage, for the pressure equation only, of high-order
methods such as the HHO scheme (Di Pietro et al., 2014) to improve the

quality of the numerical fluxes on distorted meshes. The effect is not as
severe as the Kershaw type meshes though, since hexahedral meshes are
not as distorted.

The streamlines presented in Fig. 16 show that, on Kershaw meshes,
the flow resulting from the C velocities is more natural than that of KR
velocities, which exhibits more staggering in the upper region. This
explains why the numerical solution for the concentration obtained
using the C velocities is slightly better than that of the KR velocities.
Noting that the streamlines obtained along all 4 types of meshes are

Fig. 14. Streamlines along the hexahedral mesh, (left: KR velocities; right: C velocities).

Fig. 15. Streamlines along the non-conforming mesh, (left: KR velocities; right: C velocities).

Fig. 16. Streamlines along Kershaw mesh, (left: KR velocities; right: C velocities).
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quite similar, we have still yet to address the grid effects that were
present for the Kershaw mesh. We understand this by tracking the
particles in the streamline for a shorter time period of 2520 days, or
approximately 7 years. For Figs. 17 and 18, we will be using C velo-
cities.

As can be seen in Fig. 17, the streamlines resulting from both Car-
tesian and hexahedral meshes are almost symmetric with respect to the
line =y x . A similar observation can be made for non-conforming
meshes (see Fig. 18 left). On the contrary, due to the large distortion of
the Kershaw mesh (see Fig. 5 right), the advection field on this mesh is

such that particles travelling below the line =y x reach the production
well (0,0) faster than those travelling above the line. In particular, upon
looking at the plot on the right of Fig. 18, we focus on the third
streamlines from the right and top boundaries, which should be sym-
metric about the diagonal =y x . The streamline below =y x has tra-
velled near the point (275,100), whereas the streamline above the line

=y x has only reached some point near (150,400). Hence, the distorted
mesh leads to an advection of the fluid that is skewed towards the lower
part of the domain, thus leading to the numerical results that vary from
those obtained in the other types of meshes. We may also compare this

Fig. 17. Streamlines at 2520 days, C velocities (left: Cartesian mesh; right: Hexahedral mesh).

Fig. 18. Streamlines at 2520 days, C velocities (left: nonconforming mesh; right: Kershaw mesh).

Fig. 19. Streamlines using velocity profile at final time step, C velocities (left: Cartesian mesh; right: Hexahedral mesh).
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third streamlines to the streamlines obtained from the other types of
meshes. This comparison confirms that, for Kershaw meshes, advection
below the line =y x is much faster than expected. Similar observations
are obtained upon looking at streamlines obtained from KR velocities.

Remark 3.1. Figs. 13–18 were obtained from the velocity profile at the
first time step; hence, the dependency of the velocity profile on the
concentration c due to a high mobility ratio of =M 41 was not visible. To
complete the presentation, we show in Figs. 19 and 20 the velocity profile
obtained at the final time step. Also, the particles along the streamline are
assumed to have travelled 3600 days, or approximately 10 years. Indeed,
upon looking at these figures side by side with Figs. 9–12, we see the
dependence of the velocity profile on the concentration, i.e., it tends to
flow along the region(s) with high concentration.

3.6. Comparison with other numerical schemes

In this section, we compare the numerical results obtained from
HMM–ELLAM to numerical results obtained from other schemes, such
as MFV with upwinding (Chainais-Hillairet and Droniou, 2007) and
MFEM–ELLAM (Wang et al., 2000). This will be done on two test cases.
The first test case will be done under the same test data and parameters
considered above. The second test case will be done instead with an
inhomogeneous permeability tensor =K I20 md over the region

× ∪ × ∪ × ∪ ×(200,400) (200,400) (200,400) (600,800) (600,800) (200,400) (600,800) (600,800)

and =K I80 md elsewhere, while holding all other test data and
parameters to be the same as those of the initial test case. This

comparison is performed on a Cartesian mesh of size ×50 50 ft (so that
the discontinuities present in the second test case are aligned with the
edges of the cells); other meshes could be considered (triangular for
MFEM–ELLAM, and any polytopal mesh for MFV–upwind), with similar
conclusions. We perform the second test case with a time step of

=tΔ 2.5 days, as opposed to the time step of 36 days for the initial test
case. We do this in order to have a fair comparison with the higher
order scheme implemented in (Anderson and Droniou, 2017) (which
was second order in time, implemented with a time step of =tΔ 7.2
days). As a point of reference, we present in Figs. 21 and 22 the con-
centration profile and contour plot at =t 10 years for the
HMM–ELLAM, for the first and second test cases, respectively.

3.6.1. MFEM–ELLAM
As both MFEM–ELLAM and HMM–ELLAM are characteristic

methods, tracking is implemented for both schemes for the concentra-
tion equation. Typically, HMM–ELLAM schemes only need to track the
vertices, together with 1 point per edge for Cartesian type meshes,
unless the time step is too large relative to the spacial discretisation
(which will result to either a degenerate or self intersecting polygon
approximating the trace back region). This can be avoided by reducing
the time step or increasing the number of points per edge. However,
MFEM–ELLAM schemes need to track a bare minimum of 3–4 points in
each cell to get a correct quadrature rule to integrate the basis functions
(and much more than 4 points in case these bases functions become too
distorted by the tracking velocity (Sweeney, 2015)); this is why we
expect the MFEM–ELLAM to be computationally more expensive than

Fig. 20. Streamlines using velocity profile at final time step, C velocities (left: non-conforming mesh; right: Kershaw mesh).

Fig. 21. Numerical concentration obtained through HMM–ELLAM at =t 10 years, homogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).
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the HMM–ELLAM.
Aside from computational cost, a more important thing to consider

would be the quality of the numerical solutions. Figs. 23 and 24 give us
the numerical solution and contour plot obtained from MFEM–ELLAM
at =t 10 years for the first and second test cases, respectively. These
numerical outputs were obtained by a straight application of the
MFEM–ELLAM algorithm as presented in (Wang et al., 2000), with
several hundred of quadrature points per cell around the injection well.

The concentration profile and the contour plots obtained from both
schemes are quite similar, with overshoots and undershoots that are
typical of characteristic-based methods (Ewing et al., 1983). However,
here, the overshoot in the MFEM–ELLAM (around 15% for homo-
geneous permeability and 20% for inhomogeneous permeability) is
higher than that of the HMM–ELLAM (6% and 3% respectively) for both
cases. Note that for the source terms, the MFEM–ELLAM integrates a
non-constant function through quadrature rules. The main source of
error encountered upon computing these integrals arise due to the
presence of steep source terms. However, for the HMM–ELLAM, a dif-
ferent treatment of the source terms (see Section 2.5) was implemented.
We recall that this can be physically interpreted as spreading the in-
jected fluid around the region surrounding the injection well. Naturally,
this resulted to the HMM–ELLAM having a smaller overshoot than the
MFEM-ELLAM. We also note that the MFEM–ELLAM exhibits severe
undershoots (up to around 11% for homogeneous permeability near the
production cell and 90% for inhomogeneous permeability in the low-
permeability regions), which is not present in the HMM–ELLAM. This
severe undershoot might be due to the fact that conforming FE

methods, used for solving the concentration equation, have unknowns
on the vertices that sit at the permeability discontinuities. It has been
noticed that, for transport of species in heterogeneous domains,
schemes with unknowns at the vertices may lead to unacceptable re-
sults on coarse meshes, see (Eymard et al., 2012). On the other hand,
the transition layer (from ≈c 0 to ≈c 1) is thinner for the MFE-
M–ELLAM than for the HMM–ELLAM.

3.6.2. MFV–upwind
Over each time step, the MFV–upwind requires, for the concentra-

tion, the solution of a linear system which has the same sparsity and
number of unknowns as the HMM–ELLAM. Moreover, due to the ab-
sence of characteristic tracking and computation of integrals over trace-
back regions, the computational cost of MFV-upwind scheme is much
cheaper than that of the HMM–ELLAM. Next, we compare the quality of
the solutions obtained by looking at Figs. 25 and 26. It is quite notable
that the solution remains bounded between 0 and 1 (actually, no un-
dershoot occurs, and the overshoot is less than 0.01%). However, up-
wind schemes tend to introduce excess diffusion, and thus the strong
viscous fingering effects we expect have been spread out. This can be
seen more clearly by looking at the contour plot (Fig. 25 right). Upon
comparison with contour plots obtained for the HMM–ELLAM and
MFEM–ELLAM schemes (Figs. 21 and 23, right), we indeed see that the
strong viscous fingering expected along the diagonal has been spread
out by the upwind scheme. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the
inhomogeneous permeability tensors upon comparing Figs. 26–22 and
24. However, upon comparing Figs. 22, 24 and 26 we notice that the

Fig. 23. Numerical concentration obtained through MFEM–ELLAM at =t 10 years, homogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).

Fig. 22. Numerical concentration obtained through HMM–ELLAM at =t 10 years, inhomogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).
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concentration profiles obtained on both HMM–ELLAM and MFV-up-
wind are quite similar. Even the transition layers obtained on the re-
spective contour plots seem to agree with one another. Due to this, we
cannot make a definitive conclusion at this point. Another point of
comparison will be presented in Section 3.6.3.

3.6.3. Recovered oil
A particular quantity of interest in performing numerical simula-

tions of the model (1) is the amount of oil (percentage of domain) re-
covered at time T, given by ∫− ϕc x TΩ ( , )1

Ω . Fig. 27 shows the per-
centage of domain recovered at =t 10 years, for each of the three
numerical schemes on Cartesian meshes. These results were obtained
starting with a very coarse mesh consisting of square cells of dimension

×200 200, while refining the spacial discretisation by a factor of 2,
leading to a final mesh consisting of square cells of dimension ×25 25.

It can be seen here that each of the three schemes seem to yield
numerical results that converge to different quantities. The
MFV–upwind scheme probably overestimates the amount of oil re-
covered due to the diffusion it introduces, and thus a ”wider” region has
been sweeped. On the other hand, it is likely that the MFEM–ELLAM
underestimates the amount of oil recovered due to the presence of
undershoots, as we have noted from Figs. 23 and 24 (left). Thus, we
expect the amount of oil recovered to be somewhere between these two
values. Here, the solution obtained from HMM–ELLAM converges to
such a value, which seems to sit about 65% for the first test case and
77% for the second test case.

As an element of comparison, we consider the results obtained in

(Anderson and Droniou, 2017) on the same model with the Hybrid
High-Order (HHO) method. This method is based on polynomials, with
an arbitrary chosen degree, in the cells and on the faces, and can the-
oretically achieve any order of accuracy on any polytopal mesh (at an
increased computational cost compared to HMM and ELLAM methods,
of course); in practice, though, tests are usually ran up to order 4 or 5;
we refer to (Di Pietro et al., 2014) for the presentation on the pure
diffusion equation, and to (Di Pietro et al., 2015) for ad-
vection–diffusion–reaction models. The tests in (Anderson and Droniou,
2017) were performed up to order 4 and seem to indicate that the ex-
pected recovery after 10 years is around 65% for the homogeneous test
case, and around 75% for the inhomogeneous test case. The low-order,
less expensive HMM–ELLAM method seems to provide very similar
results, on the contrary to MFV–ELLAM and MFEM–ELLAM. The latter,
in particular, only predicts a 50% recovery for the inhomogeneous test
case, which is much lower than all other methods; this is naturally
expected because of the presence of severe undershoots. The con-
centration profiles obtained from the HMM–ELLAM are also similar to
the one obtained through the HHO in (Anderson and Droniou, 2017).

Moreover, due to the thinner transition layer present in the
HMM–ELLAM, this solution is preferred over the MFV-upwind scheme.
On the other hand, since the solutions between the HMM–ELLAM and
MFV-upwind are quite close to each other for the second test case, one
might argue that MFV-upwind would be preferable, due to the cheaper
computational cost associated with it. This is not necessarily the case, as
we note that the HMM–ELLAM already generates an acceptable con-
centration profile, as well as a good approximation of the amount of oil

Fig. 24. Numerical concentration obtained through MFEM–ELLAM at =t 10 years, inhomogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).

Fig. 25. Numerical concentration obtained through MFV–upwinding at =t 10 years, homogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).
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recovered upon taking a mesh with square cells of dimension ×50 50 ft,
whereas MFV-upwind needs to go to the refined mesh with square cells
of dimension ×25 25 ft (which requires solving a much larger system)
before producing such results.

4. Conclusion

Most of the previous work focused on separately developing
schemes for either solutions of anisotropic diffusion equations (corre-
sponding to the pressure equation (1a)) or schemes for advection
dominated equations (corresponding to the concentration equation
(1b)). This work presents a complete scheme for the coupled system,
with details on how to combine the scheme for the pressure equation
(HMM) with the scheme for the concentration equation (ELLAM).
Moreover, this is usable on generic meshes as encountered in real-world
applications – with the usual caveats on distorted meshes.

A newmethod has been introduced to reconstruct Darcy velocities from
internal numerical fluxes, based on a consistency relation. This method
turns out to be more cost efficient, and more efficient on distorted meshes
than the one presented in (Kuznetsov and Repin, 2003). Its construction in
the 2-dimensional case seems promising enough to envision developing a
3-dimensional version, which is the purpose of ongoing work.

Our analysis also demonstrates the importance of selecting the
correct number of approximation points – depending on the regularity
of the mesh – to track the cells. An improved treatment of the cells near
injection wells has also been introduced, leading to less overshoots and
better approximations.

The streamlines in Section 3.5 show that velocities reconstructed
from a piecewise constant approximation of the edge fluxes exhibit grid
effects, especially on distorted grids. A natural direction for the im-
provement of the scheme, currently being explored, is to solve the
pressure equation (1a) with a slightly higher order method. High order
schemes for anisotropic diffusion equations have been developed for
generic meshes, and a generic framework which covers a number of
these schemes has been presented in (Di Pietro et al., 2018). It is
therefore possible, on distorted meshes, to implement one of these high
order methods for the pressure equation only, with the hope that it
provides more accurate fluxes than the HMM to be used in the re-
construction of the Darcy velocity for the ELLAM component on the
concentration equation. Since the high order scheme would only be
used on the pressure equation, the overall computational cost would be
much reduced compared to the full HHO method in (Anderson and
Droniou, 2017).

Upon comparison with MFV–upwinding and MFEM–ELLAM
schemes, we also got to see that the HMM–ELLAM captures the con-
centration profile better than upwinding, although as compared to
MFEM–ELLAM we have a larger transition layer, as presented in the
contour plots in Figs. 21–26 (right). As for the amount of oil recovered,
it seems that the HMM–ELLAM also performs better than both MFE-
M–ELLAM and MFV–upwind schemes for both test cases. Hence,
overall, an HMM–ELLAM scheme is preferred over MFEM–ELLAM or
MFV-upwind schemes.

Fig. 27. Percentage of domain recovered at =t 10 years (left: homogeneous permeability; right: inhomogeneous permeability).

Fig. 26. Numerical concentration obtained through MFV–upwinding at =t 10 years, inhomogeneous permeability (left: profile; right: contour plot).
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